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ABSTRACT

One of the fundamental assumptions of fragment-based drug discovery is that the fragment’s binding mode will be conserved upon elaboration into larger compounds. The most common way...
of quantifying binding mode similarity is Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD), but Protein Ligand Interaction Fingerprint (PLIF) similarity and shape-based metrics are sometimes used. We introduce SuCOS, an open-source shape and chemical feature overlap metric. We explore the strengths and weaknesses of RMSD, PLIF similarity, and SuCOS on a dataset of X-ray crystal structures of paired elaborated larger and smaller molecules bound to the same protein. Our redocking and cross-docking studies show that SuCOS is superior to RMSD and PLIF similarity. When redocking, SuCOS produces fewer false positives and false negatives than RMSD and PLIF similarity; and in cross-docking, SuCOS is better at differentiating experimentally-observed binding modes of an elaborated molecule given the pose of its non-elaborated counterpart. Finally we show that SuCOS performs better than AutoDock Vina at differentiating actives from decoy ligands using the DUD-E dataset. SuCOS is available at https://github.com/susanhleung/SuCOS.

INTRODUCTION

Fragment Based Drug Discovery (FBDD) is now a well-established method for efficiently exploring chemical space. By experimentally screening a fragment library, initial hit compounds are synthetically elaborated to give molecules with higher molecular weight, greater affinity and selectivity. A variety of computational tools, such as hotspot identification, molecular docking, and molecular dynamics simulations, can help to prioritize which follow-up compounds to synthesize, by predicting information such as binding pose and binding affinities.

In the elaboration of a fragment hit, it is assumed that the binding mode of the original fragment hit in the elaborated fragment molecule will be structurally conserved. Malhotra and Karanicolas recently assembled a dataset of 297 ligand pairs from the PDBBind database to
validate this hypothesis, and found that it was true in 86% of the cases.\(^1\) They quantified the
degree of binding mode conservation by devising a combined overlap score, COS, that considers
steric overlap and the overlap of chemical features such as hydrogen bond donors and acceptors.
COS is an asymmetric metric, as it considers the proportion of overlap of the query molecule
with the reference molecule, but not the other way around. COS ranges from 0, where there is no
overlap of the elaborated molecule’s volume and chemical features onto the non-elaborated
counterpart’s, to 1, where there is complete overlap. Malhotra and Karanicolas used a COS
cutoff that ranged from 0.4 to 0.55, depending on the chemical substructure match between the
reference and the query: if a pair had a COS score less than this, the pair was deemed not to have
a conserved binding mode.

Drwal et al. recently published a related analysis that investigated the similarity of binding
modes for fragments compared to even smaller crystallization additives.\(^2\) They used shape and
chemical feature overlap to determine pose similarity, but Protein Ligand Interaction
Fingerprints (PLIFs) to determine binding mode similarity. A PLIF similarity threshold of 0.6 or
greater was deemed to be a conserved binding mode.

Numerous studies have also shown that the use of binding mode information can lead to
greater docking success by selecting the correct binding pose.\(^3\)–\(^7\) Marcou and Rognan used PLIFs
to rescore docking poses and picked poses based on those with the highest PLIF similarity to the
PLIF of the reference protein-ligand complex.\(^3\) Shape similarity has also been shown to be a
successful metric in prioritizing the correct pose.\(^5,8\)

Despite the existence of these metrics, a root mean square deviation, or RMSD, cutoff of 2.0 Å
is still the most widely used measure for assessing whether or not a docking is successful.\(^9\)–\(^11\)
The RMSD is calculated by measuring the positional deviation, or distance, between equivalent
atoms in the reference and query molecules. In fragment-based elaboration, the reference is the fragment hit, and the query is the elaborated fragment. Exactly which atoms are used in the RMSD calculation can vary: sometimes it is a simplistic one-to-one mapping of atoms in the compared molecules, and sometimes it takes chemical symmetry into account, such as the 3-fold rotational equivalence of tertiary-butyls.\textsuperscript{12}

If RMSD is calculated between dissimilar molecules, such as fragments and their elaborated counterparts, the common substructure to be compared must be defined. This is commonly done by computing the maximum common substructure, or MCS.\textsuperscript{7,13} Sometimes, a strict match of atoms does not exist, but it is still reasonable to map ring atoms in one molecule to non-ring atoms in another, or atoms in aliphatic rings to those in aromatic rings. Further complications arise when MCS is used for virtual screening libraries of fragment follow-ups, as they can include bioisosteres, pseudo-symmetric small molecules and small changes in the chemical scaffold of that fragment, thus reducing the MCS to less than the original fragment hit. Although manual inspection of compound overlap by experienced structure-based compound designers is effective in qualitatively evaluating compound overlay, these confounding factors make algorithmic comparison of $10^3$ – $10^7$ molecules challenging. Nevertheless, RMSD is still widely used for comparing non-identical molecules such as in virtual screening programs.\textsuperscript{14–18}

Thus, it is unclear which metric is best at quantifying the degree of binding mode conservation, especially in cases where a smaller ligand and its elaborated counterpart are compared. Previous studies have discussed the pitfalls of certain metrics and hence use multiple metrics alongside one another.\textsuperscript{19} To the best of our knowledge, no study has focused on the direct comparison of these metrics to quantify conservation of binding mode of elaborated molecules and their non-elaborated counterparts. We utilized the Malhotra and Karanicolas ligand pair dataset to
investigate three metrics: RMSD, PLIF similarity, and a new metric called SuCOS, a combined
shape-chemical feature-based metric we have developed. In our study, we differentiate between
the calculation of the RMSD between identical molecules, and the RMSD between elaborated
molecules with their non-elaborated counterparts. For the former, we shall use the notation ‘All-
RMSD’ to indicate that all atoms in the reference and query molecules were used; while for the
latter, we use the notation ‘MCS-RMSD’ to indicate that an MCS was first identified in both
molecules to define the corresponding pairs of atoms for the RMSD calculation. Furthermore, we
have used two measures for PLIF similarity – Tversky and Tanimoto which are denoted TvPLIF
and TnPLIF respectively.

Lastly, we investigate the ability of SuCOS to differentiate actives from decoy ligands in the
DUD-E dataset\textsuperscript{20} and compare its performance against the AutoDock Vina predicted affinity.

**METHODS**

In the current study we used the dataset curated by Malhotra and Karanicolas\textsuperscript{1} that consists of
297 ligand pairs from the PDBbind database, where each pair consisted of a smaller and larger
ligand solved in complex with the same protein partner. The larger ligand could have, but not
necessarily, arisen through synthetic elaborations of the smaller ligand. Here, we perform a direct
comparison of the three metrics on (i) Malhotra and Karanicolas’ dataset of paired larger and
smaller molecules bound to the same protein (Fig. 1a); (ii) redocking each ligand to its respective
protein (Fig. 1b); and (iii) cross-docking of the larger molecule into the smaller molecule’s
cognate protein structure (Fig. 1c). We use this dataset to simulate elaboration efforts and
situations where virtual screening may have used binding pose similarity to compare virtual
molecules to a fragment hit and decide which elaborated molecule to make next. From here on,
we shall refer to this dataset as the MK dataset.
Table 1: Notation used to describe the structures and metrics used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L^S_X$</td>
<td>Crystal structure of smaller ligand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L^L_X$</td>
<td>Crystal structure of larger ligand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L^L_A$</td>
<td>Aligned structure of larger ligand, after aligning larger ligand’s cognate protein onto the protein from the smaller ligand’s complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^S_X$</td>
<td>Protein in the smaller ligand’s crystal structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^L_X$</td>
<td>Protein in the larger ligand’s crystal structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_S L^S_X$</td>
<td>Protein-ligand complex for the smaller ligand’s crystal structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_L L^L_X$</td>
<td>Protein-ligand complex for the larger ligand’s crystal structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_S L^L_A$</td>
<td>Larger ligand’s protein complex that has been aligned onto the smaller ligand’s protein complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_S L^S_{D,i}$</td>
<td>The $i^{th}$ docked pose of the smaller ligand into the $P^S_X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_L L^L_{D,i}$</td>
<td>The $i^{th}$ docked pose of the larger ligand into the $P^L_X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric($L^S_X$, $L^L_X$)</td>
<td>The metric between $L^S_X$ and $L^L_X$; e.g. RMSD($L^S_X$, $L^L_X$) is the RMSD between $L^S_X$ and $L^L_A$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Part I – Compute MCS-RMSD, TvPLIF and SuCOS between the ligands in the aligned crystal structures, $P_S L^S_X$ and $P_L L^L_A$:

(b) Part II – Compute All-RMSD, TnPLIF and SuCOS for rescoring the redocked smaller ligands $P_S L^S_{D,1}$, ..., $P_S L^S_{D,N}$ and redocked larger ligands $P_L L^L_{D,1}$, ..., $P_L L^L_{D,N}$:

(c) Part III – Compute All-RMSD/MCS-RMSD, TvPLIF and SuCOS on the cross-docked larger ligand into the smaller ligand’s protein structure, $P_S L^S_{D,1}$, ..., $P_S L^S_{D,N}$.
**Fig. 1:** Overview of study. (a) Computation of metrics, MCS-RMSD, TvPLIF, and SuCOS, to score the conservation of binding mode for the ligands in the aligned crystal structures, $P_S^X L_S^X$ and $P_L^A L_L^A$, in the MK dataset. (b) Perform redocking studies to generate poses and score them with the metrics All-RMSD, TnPLIF and SuCOS. (c) Cross-docking the larger ligand, $L_L$, into the smaller ligand’s protein crystal structure, $P_S^X$, to simulate a realistic virtual screening effort and assessing which metric performs best at picking out the correct pose. In this article we shall denote (a), (b) and (c) with section headers Part I, Part II, Part III respectively.

**Downloading and filtering of the Malhotra and Karanicolas ligand pair set**

The PDB codes for the ligand pair dataset are available from the supporting information of the Malhotra and Karanicolas study of binding mode changing during chemical elaboration. The dataset contains 297 ligand pairs. However, only 284 ligand pairs were used in this study. Thirteen pairs were excluded, of which 11 pairs have the ligand positioned in between the two chains in at least one of the PDB structures (3vp2/3voz, 3vp4/3uo9, 3voz/3uo9, 3deh/3dek, 3zsy/3zso, 3n7a/3n86, 3szs/3zso, 3zt1/3zso, 3iaf/3iae, 2pqz/2qnn, 2y54/2y58). Deprecation of the PDB entry 3v0y and absence of 1yp9 from the PDB/UniProt mapping server led to the exclusion of 3v0y/2qzr and 3ati/1yp9 respectively. The PDBs for the remaining ligand pairs were downloaded from the RCSB PDB Web site as the biological assemblies.

**Preparation of the Malhotra and Karanicolas ligand pairs**

For each PDB structure, only the first chain that contains the small molecule was used. The first model was used for each structure and alternative states were removed using the *removealt* function in PyMOL (version 2.1.0). The larger ligand’s crystal structure, $P_L^X L_L^X$, was aligned to the smaller ligand’s crystal structure, $P_S^X L_S^X$, using PyMOL’s *align* function, which we refer to as:

$$P_S^X L_S^X, P_L^A L_L^A = \text{align}(P_S^X L_S^X, P_L^X L_L^X)$$  \(1\)
where $P_L L_L^A$ denotes the larger ligand’s structure after alignment. The ligands were chosen by the three letter code according to the Supplementary Information of the study by Malhotra and Karanicolas.\(^1\) For each pair, $P_S L_S^X$ and $P_L L_L^A$, if multiple ligands exist in either structure then only one ligand was used for each. These ligand pairs were chosen by having the shortest distance between their centroids, computed by RDKit’s `computecentroid` function. For example, if $P_S L_S^X$ has multiple ligands but $P_L L_L^A$ only has one, then the smaller ligand, $L_S$, with the smallest distance to the larger, $L_L$, is chosen. If multiple ligands are present in both, then all pairwise distances between all centroids were calculated and the two closest were chosen.

The smaller and larger PDB structures were checked for consistent numbering of residues between each ligand pair. Residues in pairs with inconsistent numbering were renumbered according to the UniProt numbering scheme using the UniProtKB/SwissProt database.\(^2\)

**Protein preparation**

The protein was protonated using PDB2PQR\(^2\) with the AMBER forcefield and the PROPKA\(^2\) algorithm to assign protonation states at pH 7. The PQR file was then converted into the PDBQT using MGLTools script `prepare_protein4.py` with all default parameters.\(^2\)

**Ligand preparation**

The ligands were downloaded without hydrogens in the SDF file format from the RCSB PDB Web site and their respective SMILES obtained from the datafield of the SDF file. These SMILES were then standardized using MoIVS 0.0.9\(^2\) `standardize_smiles` function. Open Babel 2.4.1\(^2\) was used to protonate the SMILES at pH 7. Hydrogens were added to the SMILES using RDKit (2018.09.1) `AddHs` and RDKit `ConstrainedEmbed` was used to generate conformers. The `ConstrainedEmbed` function uses a core molecule as the source of constraint. $L_S^X$ and $L_L^X$ were used as the reference cores for the redocking of $L_S$ and $L_L$ respectively. Hence only one
conformer was generated which corresponds to the protonated crystal pose. For the cross-
dockings of the $L_L$, the reference core was the MCS to $L_S^X$ which was identified by RDKit’s
FindMCS with completeRingsOnly and ringMatchesRingOnly set to True. If there were no
amides or aliphatic rings present in the molecule then only one conformer was generated, else ten
conformers were generated and clustered, keeping only those which are greater than 0.5 Å from
the lowest energy. This was done to create diversity in conformers as the docking treats amides
and aliphatic rings as rigid. The conformers were outputted as SDFs that were then converted to
MOL2 format using Open Babel in order to retain bond order information. The ligand MOL2 file
was then processed into the PDBQT using MGLTools script prepare_ligand4.py with all default
parameters.\textsuperscript{27}

Docking

In this study, we perform two different types of docking – redocking (Fig. 1b) and cross-
docking (Fig. 1c). Redocking is the process of taking a ligand from its structure and docking it
back into the same structure. It is typically used before a structure-based virtual screening
campaign to validate whether the docking method can successfully recapitulate the
experimentally-observed binding pose, and if so, what the best parameters are.

Cross-docking is the process of taking a series of ligand-protein complexes and docking each
ligand into every receptor. Cross-docking aims to address the conformational flexibility of the
protein to improve docking performance by use of multiple protein structures. In this study, we
refer to cross-docking to the specific case of docking the larger ligand into the smaller ligand’s
protein crystal structure.

AutoDock Vina\textsuperscript{30} (version 1.2.1) was used for both docking studies. A docking box size of
22 Å on each side was used in all cases. AutoDock Vina generates up to 9 poses for each
docking by default. For the redocking studies, the center was chosen to be the centroid of the crystallographic ligand, either $L_S^X$ or $L_L^X$ depending on the redocking. For the cross-docking study, the box center was set to the centroid of the smaller crystallographic ligand, $L_S^X$.

For each docking run, AutoDock Vina outputs the docking poses in a PDBQT file which contains the AutoDock Vina predicted affinities ($\text{Aff}^{\text{Vina}}$). The PDBQT file was converted into a SDF file using Open Babel that was then used for RMSD and SuCOS calculation. For PLIF calculation, the PDBQT file was converted into a PDB file using Open Babel and combined with the either the original PDB of the smaller protein, $P_S$, or the larger protein, $P_L$, without the original ligand.

**Calculation of RMSD**

Both All-RMSD and MCS-RMSD calculations were calculated using RDKit in Python.\(^{31}\) For MCS-RMSD, the MCS structure between a reference and query structure was determined by the $\text{FindMCS}$ function in RDKit, with both options $\text{completeRingsOnly}$ and $\text{ringMatchesRingOnly}$ set to $\text{True}$. The RMSD calculation takes into account symmetry if present in a molecule such as a para- substituted phenyl ring. However, it does not take into account multiple substructure matches, for example if there are multiple MCSs present in a molecule, it will only match one of them.

**Calculation of Protein Ligand Interaction Fingerprints (PLIFs)**

PLIFs have been previously reported in various forms, using different definitions for their interactions.\(^{3,13,32,33}\) All aim to interpret 3D protein-ligand interactions into a 1D bit array that represent the presence or absence of specific interactions types with specific residues.

In this study, PLIFs were calculated using Arpeggio.\(^{34}\) PDB files were preprocessed using the $\text{clean_pdb.py}$ Python script from https://github.com/harryjubb/pdbtools. We include 12 of
Arpeggio’s 15 interactions types: covalent, VdW, hydrogen bond, halogen bond, ionic, aromatic, hydrophobic, carbonyl, polar, metal, weak hydrogen bond and weak polar. Proximal interactions were excluded because they make up a significant proportion (37%) of the total interactions seen in the MK dataset (Supplementary S1). Steric clash and VdW clash interaction types were also excluded. Interactions with water were not considered. If multiple interactions of the same type were made to a specific protein residue then it was only recorded once. Only interactions between the ligand and the protein residues and between the ligand and any metal ions were considered.

We have used two measures for PLIF similarity – Tversky and Tanimoto which are denoted TvPLIF and TnPLIF respectively. The RDKit functions DataStructs.TanimotoSimilarity and DataStructs.TverskySimilarity were used to calculate the Tanimoto and Tversky coefficients respectively. TvPLIFs were calculated with weights $\alpha = 1$ and $\beta = 0$ corresponding to the smaller and larger ligand respectively or in the case of the cross-docking, for the crystal pose, $L^X_L$, and docked pose, $L^D_L$, respectively.

**Calculation of SuCOS**

SuCOS is a metric inspired by Malhotra and Karanicolas’ COS score. SuCOS is composed of half shape overlap and half chemical feature overlap. It utilizes two RDKit functions, ShapeProtrudeDist for shape overlap and ScoreFeats for chemical feature overlap:

$$\text{SuCOS} = 0.5 (1 - \text{ShapeProtrudeDist}) + 0.5 (\text{ScoreFeats})$$

The proportion of the reference molecule’s volume that is covered by the query molecule is calculated by $(1 - \text{ShapeProtrudeDist})$ with the option allowReordering set to False. This is an asymmetric shape overlap metric, so if the query molecule completely covers the reference molecule in volume, then the score from $(1 - \text{ShapeProtrudeDist})$ will be 1 regardless of how
much larger the reference molecule is compared to the query molecule. The score from

\( (1 - \text{ShapeProtrudeDist}) \) ranges from 0 (no volume overlap) to 1 (complete volume overlap).

The chemical feature overlap score was calculated using all of RDKit’s pharmacophore feature
types to create the feature maps before being scored using \textit{ScoreFeats}. It is an asymmetric score
as it involves normalization to the smaller ligand. The feature map scoring mode was set to the
default \textit{All}, which can output scores greater than 1; therefore, we limited the outputted feature
map score to a maximum of 1, since the region of interest is the classification boundary and not
at this upper end of the range. As both the shape and chemical feature components of SuCOS are
asymmetric, SuCOS is thus asymmetric, \textit{i.e.} it depends only on how well the query overlaps with
the reference, and, unlike RMSD, is independent of any size differences between the two.

In Part I, we compare the structure of each larger ligand (reference) to that of its corresponding
smaller ligand (query). In Part II and Part III, we compare a docked pose to a reference crystal
pose, and for this, the reference molecule and query molecule was the crystal pose and docking
pose respectively.

\textbf{Using SuCOS for Virtual Screening}

The DUD-E dataset\textsuperscript{20} was used to assess the ability of SuCOS to discriminate active from
decoy molecules. We used the publically-available predicted binding modes of the actives and
decoys,\textsuperscript{35–37} which were generated using the Smina fork\textsuperscript{38} of AutoDock Vina\textsuperscript{30}. Some molecules
could not be parsed by RDKit (see Table S1). SuCOS was calculated for all docked poses of the
actives and decoys with respect to the crystallographic ligand of the corresponding DUD-E
target. A single SuCOS value was kept, which was the maximum achieved out of all the docked
poses for each ligand; similarly for the best AutoDock Vina score. The performance of ranking
by SuCOS was compared with ranking by the AutoDock Vina score using the area under the
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curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves, calculated for each of the 102 DUD-E targets. To quantify early enrichment, the ROC enrichment\(^{39,40}\), \(RE\), at 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 5%, was also calculated.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Part I. Comparison of MCS-RMSD, TvPLIF and SuCOS between the ligands in the aligned crystal structures of the Malhotra and Karanicolas ligand pair set.**

Malhotra and Karanicolas evaluated the ligand overlap of the smaller and larger ligands by computing the COS score. To compare against this combined overlap metric, we also calculated the MCS-RMSD and TvPLIF for each pair of this dataset (Fig. 1a).

The COS metric uses commercial software ROCS\(^{41}\) to compute the overlap of volume and chemical features. Volume overlap is the intersection volume of the two molecules, normalized by the smaller molecule. Chemical feature overlap refers to the spatial overlap of pharmacophoric features such as hydrogen bond donors, hydrogen acceptors, aromatic groups *etc.* and likewise it is computed by taking the intersection of the chemical features of the two molecules and normalizing by the chemical features of the smaller.

We devised an open-source alternative to COS, namely SuCOS, which uses RDKit functions *ShapeProtrudeDist* and *ScoreFeats* to compute the volume and chemical feature overlap respectively (see Methods). We compared the performance of SuCOS to COS by computing SuCOS for each pair of the filtered Malhotra and Karanicolas ligand pair set and compared it to the corresponding COS score. SuCOS achieved a good correlation of \(R_P = 0.93\) (Fig. 2a). The vertical dotted lines show the three different COS cutoffs Malhotra and Karanicolas used to determine whether an elaborated molecule had changed binding mode. The different cutoffs accounted for pairs with differing chemical substructure scores. Upon inspection of the outliers,
four of the points have low COS but high SuCOS (PDB IDs of smaller/larger pairs: 2hdq/1l2s, 3adt/3ads, 4e49/3f8e and 3adu/3ads, shown by the purple stars in Fig. 2a); all these structures have multiple smaller and/or larger ligands bound to the protein and it is possible that COS was computed for the one with poorer overlap. It is also possible that another ligand pair (PDB IDs: 1o6i/1w1p) has the smaller and larger ligand swapped (shown by green cross in Fig. 2a) as the reported volume overlap score is 1.06 but the ligand corresponding to 1o6i is the larger of the two.

As both metrics rely on pre-aligned ligands, slight differences in COS and SuCOS values can be attributed to the different methods used to align the protein pairs. Fig. 2b and in Fig. 2c shows the two ligand pairs with the largest differences in COS and SuCOS which can be explained by the algorithmic differences in RDKit functions versus ROCS, such as how each chemical feature point is represented.

From here on, we used SuCOS to calculate the combined shape and chemical feature overlap.

**Fig. 2** SuCOS is a good open-source alternative to the COS metric used by Malhotra and Karanicolas. (a) SuCOS was calculated for every ligand pair in the filtered Malhotra and Karanicolas set. The COS values for each ligand pair were obtained from the Supporting Information of the Malhotra and Karanicolas study. Good correlation ($R_p = 0.93$) shows that
SuCOS is an excellent open-source alternative and one that we shall use in this study. Dotted lines show the three different COS cutoff levels Malhotra and Karanicolas used to define the conservation of binding mode. The corresponding three cutoff levels are also shown on the SuCOS axis. As defined by Malhotra and Karanicolas, the conserved binding modes are shown by the blue points, while the unconserved modes are shown by the red points. The four outliers in purple stars and green cross are discussed in the text. The two black triangles represent pairs 3s75/3s71 and 3atk/2zfs, which are the pairs with largest differences in COS and SuCOS values. These are also discussed in the text and are shown in (b) and (c) respectively, where the smaller and larger ligand is shown with magenta and cyan carbons respectively.

Next, to determine the correlation between MCS-RMSD and SuCOS, the two metrics were calculated on each of the ligand pairs. The scatter plot shows the expected trend that MCS-RMSD decreases with SuCOS score, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of -0.66 (Fig. 3a). The widely used 2 Å RMSD cutoff is also shown as a dotted line. Points located in the top-right and bottom-left can be regarded as false negatives (FNs) (high RMSD, high SuCOS) and false positives (FPs) (low MCS-RMSD, low SuCOS) respectively and the proportion of these points are 12% and 2% respectively. Visual inspection of the ligand pairs corresponding to the FNs gives rise to some of the examples given in Table 2. These cases highlight the pitfalls of using atom-to-atom matching to compute RMSD: if the molecules have pseudosymmetry, multiple substructure matches or substructures which have similar chemical properties, a non-substructure matching alternative such as SuCOS may be more appropriate to use when comparing poses of elaborated molecules against their non-elaborated counterparts.
**Fig. 3.** Comparison of three conservation of binding mode metrics on the Malhotra and Karanicolas ligand pair set. Dotted lines show the commonly used cutoffs to define the conservation of binding mode: $\text{MCS-RMSD} = 2 \text{ Å}$, $T_v\text{PLIF} = 0.6$, $\text{COS} = 0.55, 0.48, 0.40$. (a) Scatter plot of MCS-RMSD against SuCOS. Points located in the upper-right part are considered...
as false negative (FN) points (MCS-RMSD > 2 Å and SuCOS > 0.55), and points located in the lower-left part are considered as false positive (FP) points (MCS-RMSD < 2 Å and SuCOS < 0.55). (b) Scatter plot of MCS-RMSD against TvPLIF. Points located in the upper-right part are considered as FNs (MCS-RMSD > 2 Å and TvPLIF > 0.6), and points located in the lower-left part are considered as FPs (MCS-RMSD < 2 Å and TvPLIF < 0.6). The green and purple star represents the example FN given in Supplementary S2 and example FP given in Supplementary S3 respectively. (c) Scatter plot of TvPLIF against SuCOS. Points located in the lower-right part are considered as FNs (TvPLIF < 0.6 and SuCOS > 0.55), and points located in the upper-left are considered as FPs (TvPLIF > 0.6 and SuCOS < 0.55).

**Table 2: Examples of cases where maximum common substructure RMSD is inappropriate for comparing poses of elaborated molecules with fragment hits.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB ID</th>
<th>2D Ligand representation</th>
<th>3D Representation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smaller: 3ibi</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Smaller 3ibi" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Smaller 3ibi" /></td>
<td>MCS-RMSD = 13.5 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larger: 2gd8</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Larger 2gd8" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Larger 2gd8" /></td>
<td>TvPLIF = 0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smaller: 2xht</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Smaller 2xht" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Smaller 2xht" /></td>
<td>MCS-RMSD = 6.5 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larger: 2vci</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Larger 2vci" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Larger 2vci" /></td>
<td>TvPLIF = 0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smaller: 4eh4</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Smaller 4eh4" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Smaller 4eh4" /></td>
<td>MCS-RMSD = 6.9 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larger: 3iw7</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Larger 3iw7" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Larger 3iw7" /></td>
<td>TvPLIF = 0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
*These pairs are not FNs but nevertheless represent cases where the RMSD is misleading.

“...The PDB IDs of the smaller and larger structures are shown next to their corresponding 2D structures, with the common substructures used to compute the MCS-RMSD highlighted in red. The 3D representation shows a protein-based overlay of the fragment hit and larger ligand’s crystal structures, generated by aligning the larger ligand’s protein structure to that of the smaller ligand using the `align` function in PyMOL. The MCS-RMSD, TvPLIF and SuCOS values for the aligned smaller and larger ligands are also shown, as well as an explanation of why MCS--RMSD is inappropriate.

Plotting MCS-RMSD against TvPLIF shows a weak negative correlation (Fig. 3b, $R_P = -0.46$). The vertical line at TvPLIF = 0.6 is the proportion of interactions that Marcou and Rognan found that must be maintained to correspond to the 2 Å RMSD cutoff. Again, several points are situated in the top-right corner and bottom-left corner. These correspond to the FNs and FPs respectively and make up 16% and 7% of the points respectively. 59% of the FNs in Fig. 3b are also FNs in Fig. 3a. Manual inspection of the remaining FNs show indeed a changed binding mode but the ligand manages to retain many of the original interactions. For example in pair 3adt/3ads, the larger ligand has changed binding mode but 70% of interactions are retained (Supplementary S2). Through processing of the Arpeggio output, only the interaction type and...
the residue number are kept, but no information is kept about which atom of the ligand is responsible for the interaction. Hence by this definition, the same interaction can be maintained with a different ligand atom which can accommodate some movement in the ligand.

Examination of the FP cases shows indeed very similar binding modes of the pairs, however the lower than expected TvPLIF may be explained by movement in the protein binding pocket and the strict definitions of distance and geometry for a particular interaction. Using 1ce5/1g3c as an example, there is good overlap of the smaller and larger ligand (MCS-RMSD = 1.2 Å, TvPLIF = 0.53, SuCOS = 0.81), however due to conformational change in the protein binding site and slight differences in distances and angles, the TvPLIF is lower than expected (Supplementary S3). Furthermore, many of the interactions present in the smaller complex, but absent from the larger complex, are weak interactions. When computing PLIF similarity, all interaction types are given equal importance, but this can give a lower than expected TvPLIF, as seen in this example and many other FPs.

The plot of TvPLIF against SuCOS shows a slightly better correlation (Fig. 3c, $R_p = 0.67$). The points located in the top-left (SuCOS < 0.55, TvPLIF > 0.6) and bottom-right (SuCOS > 0.55, TvPLIF < 0.6) of the plot are labelled as FPs and FNs, which make up 8% and 9% of the points respectively. Manual inspection of some of the FNs can explain the lower than expected TvPLIFs. For example, in three of the structures missing residues were found in the PDB file (3uok, 3hoz, 1t48). Unlike RMSD and SuCOS which are ligand-centric metrics, PLIF is also dependent on protein structure, hence care must be taken that the quality of the protein structure is adequate.

Furthermore, as the PLIF depends on the conformation of the protein binding side residues, there should be some noise that is a result of protein conformation differences between ligand
pairs in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c. To investigate this variable, the larger ligands of the aligned structure, $L_A^L$, were combined with the smaller proteins structure, $P_S^X$, and the PLIFs computed on $P_S^X L_A^L$. For Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c, $R_P$ was improved to -0.53 and 0.71 respectively (Supplementary S4). Indeed PLIF similarity is able to capture information about which interactions are kept or lost across multiple crystal structures of ligands bound to the same protein that ligand centric metrics such as RMSD and SuCOS cannot. However, if only one protein conformation is used e.g. in the redocking or docking numerous virtual ligands into the same protein, then information regarding the ligand pose should be captured using a ligand centric metric.

**Part II. Using All-RMSD, TnPLIF and SuCOS to rescore the redockings of the Malhotra and Karanicolas ligand pair set.**

Typically during a docking campaign, multiple poses are outputted for each docking run and the pose with the best docking score is usually chosen, although stochastic methods can produce several poses for consideration. RMSD is frequently the default metric for evaluating pose prediction, and the 2 Å cutoff is still widely used: any pose within 2 Å of the crystal ligand pose is deemed a ‘successful’ docking. As shape overlap and PLIF similarity have also been used to measure the conservation of binding mode, we also investigated their use in evaluation of docking success, including computing the rates of FPs and of FNs.

In Part I, an asymmetric Tversky coefficient of shared protein-ligand interactions, $T_{\text{vPLIF}}$, was used to compare binding modes of elaborated molecules against their smaller, non-elaborated counterparts. This was done to prioritize the interactions known to be made by the smaller ligand. However, the Tanimoto coefficient, $T_{\text{nPLIF}}$, of shared interactions has been used in numerous studies to evaluate redocking.\textsuperscript{44,45} $T_{\text{nPLIF}}$ measures the similarity between two poses of the same molecule, typically its docked pose and its crystal structure.
In this study, each of the smaller ligands, $L_S$, was redocked into its cognate protein crystal structure, $P_S^X$, which produced a number of docked poses, $P_{SLS}^{D,i}$, where $i$ is the $i^{th}$ pose produced for that docking. Similarly, the larger ligands, $L_L$, were redocked into their own cognate protein crystal structures, $P_L^X$:

$$P_{SLS}^{D,i} = Dock(L_S, P_S^X)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$P_{LL}^{D,i} = Dock(L_L, P_L^X)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $i$ is the $i^{th}$ docked pose.

As the MK dataset was uniquified only in terms of PDB pairs and not by single PDB IDs, we extracted the set of unique PDB entries in the MK dataset, to give 485 unique PDB IDs for redocking using AutoDock Vina. From this, 436 ligands were successfully redocked into their cognate proteins. The remaining 49 failed because of various errors, including the protein crystal structure having incomplete loops; the ligand having unusual atom types, such as boron; or the docked ligand SDF being unreadable by RDKit. For each ligand, up to 9 poses were generated (see Methods). In total, 3793 poses were produced and for each pose All-RMSD, TnPLIF and SuCOS were computed with reference to its crystal structure pose. Each pose also had an associated Vina score, $Aff_{Vina}$. Each metric was then used to rank the poses and select a single pose, i.e. the pose with the lowest RMSD, $Pose(RMSD_{best})$; that with the highest TnPLIF, $Pose(TnPLIF_{best})$; that with the highest SuCOS, $Pose(SuCOS_{best})$; and that with the lowest $Aff_{Vina}$, $Pose(Aff_{Vina}^{best})$:

$$Pose(RMSD_{best}) = \text{Min}(RMSD(L_{S}^{D,1}, L_{S}^{X}), RMSD(L_{S}^{D,2}, L_{S}^{X}), \ldots, RMSD(L_{S}^{D,N}, L_{S}^{X}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$Pose(TnPLIF_{best}) = \text{Max}(TnPLIF(L_{S}^{D,1}, L_{S}^{X}), TnPLIF(L_{S}^{D,2}, L_{S}^{X}), \ldots, TnPLIF(L_{S}^{D,N}, L_{S}^{X}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$Pose(SuCOS_{best}) = \text{Max}(SuCOS(L_{S}^{D,1}, L_{S}^{X}), SuCOS(L_{S}^{D,2}, L_{S}^{X}), \ldots, SuCOS(L_{S}^{D,N}, L_{S}^{X}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$Pose(Aff_{Vina}^{best}) = \text{Min}(Aff_{Vina}(L_{S}^{D,1}), Aff_{Vina}(L_{S}^{D,2}), \ldots, Aff_{Vina}(L_{S}^{D,N}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)
where \( N \) is the total number of docked poses produced for that ligand. If multiple poses had the same best score, then only the first occurring pose was kept for that metric.

We looked at the effect of varying the cutoff for All-RMSD, TnPLIF, and SuCOS on the proportion of dockings that matched the crystallographic binding mode (Supplementary Fig. S5). Using the standard 2 Å cutoff, 358 of the 436 redockings (82\%) generated at least one ‘successful’ pose. Ranking the docked poses using the other metric, TnPLIF, SuCOS, and Aff\( ^{\text{Vina}} \), we found 315 (72\%), 331 (76\%), and 246 (56\%) of the poses were within 2 Å of the crystallographic binding mode, respectively (Supplementary Fig. S5a). It is worth noting that the success rate when ranking docked poses by the native Vina score, 56\%, was less than the reported 78\% success rate.\(^{30}\)

In addition to All-RMSD, the success of pose prediction can be defined by SuCOS or TnPLIF (Supplementary Fig. S5 (b) and (c) respectively). Ranking poses by Aff\( ^{\text{Vina}} \) consistently performed the worst at pose prediction. The difficulty of accurate affinity prediction has already been well established and is supported by the recent study of Ramírez and Caballero.\(^{46}\) Furthermore, the standard error of the AutoDock Vina scoring function is 2-3 kcal/mol,\(^{27}\) so if there is little variation between the affinity of the poses, it will perform poorly in picking the ‘correct’ pose. Rescoring by TnPLIFs and SuCOS leads to greater pose prediction success as seen in previous studies.\(^{2,4-6,8,43}\)

All-RMSD and SuCOS performed similarly across all three methods of defining success, which suggests that SuCOS is a good non-substructure matching alternative to All-RMSD. The 2 Å All-RMSD cutoff corresponds to approximately SuCOS = 0.55 and TnPLIF = 0.4 (Supplementary Fig S5). This TnPLIF value is lower than the 0.6 TnPLIF cutoff found by Marcou and Rognan.\(^{3}\) However this may be due to differences in the datasets, and/or due to the
difference in the number and types of interactions used to generate the PLIF. For example, Arpeggio has polar and weak polar interaction types, whereas Marcou and Rognan’s in-house method did not.

Where TnPLIF disagrees with all other metrics, it is again worth noting that PLIFs are highly sensitive to distance and direction. Taking the redocking of ligand of 1o39 as an example (Fig. 4), another disadvantage of ranking by TnPLIF is made clear as penalties are introduced when a docked pose makes more interactions than the crystallographic binding mode. Furthermore, the ligand binds to the surface of the protein and is partially solvent exposed. This part of the ligand that does not interact with any residues is not captured in the PLIF. Unlike RMSD and SuCOS, the nature of the binding site can influence how much of the ligand pose is captured.

![Fig. 4 Redocking ligand of 1o39: example of a disadvantage of using TnPLIF when redocking. Both model 1 and model 9 have very similar TnPLIF scores; however, model 1 is very similar to the crystal structure pose and model 9 is quite different. (a) The crystallographic binding mode of...](image)
the ligand is shown in pink sticks. (b) Model 1 is shown in cyan sticks and is ranked best by All-RMSD, SuCOS and Aff\textsuperscript{Vina}. The pose overlaps almost exactly with the crystal structure of the ligand but it forms several additional interactions by just slight differences in orientation of the ligand. (c) Model 9 is shown in green sticks and is ranked best by TnPLIF. It makes fewer interactions than are present in the crystal structure, but the terminal phenyl ring is incorrectly pointing out of the binding pocket. (d) PLIF interaction heatmap of the reference, Model 1 and Model 9. The presence of an interaction is shown by a blue square. The notation for the PLIFs along the x-axis is the residue number and the interaction type: \textit{e.g.} 41_Hydrophobic refers to a hydrophobic interaction with residue 41.

Table 3: Visual inspection of all the poses from the redockings shows that all metrics – All-RMSD, TnPLIF and SuCOS – give false positives and false negatives.\textsuperscript{a}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All-RMSD &lt; 2 Å</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TnPLIF &gt; 0.60</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuCOS &gt; 0.55</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}The table gives the numbers of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) for each metric and criterion.
Fig. 5 (a) – (f) Three examples of FPs and FNs for each metric are shown. The crystal ligand is shown in cyan and the docked pose in pink throughout. The PDB code is shown under each structure, together with the All-RMSD, TnPLIF and SuCOS values for the docked pose against the crystal ligand pose. The values highlighted in red are the false values.

In the case of redocking, the reference and query molecule are identical, so All-RMSD is used. When comparing molecules and theirs elaborated counterparts, RMSD depends on defining the pairs of corresponding atoms to be used in the calculation of the positional deviations. Some of the problems shown in the examples where RMSD is inappropriate to use for elaborated molecules in Part I (Table 2) may also arise when comparing identical molecules. Therefore, all
poses for all redockings were visually inspected and each redocking was manually classified as “successful” (had at least one pose that closely matched the crystallographic binding mode), or “unsuccessful” (had no poses that closely matched the crystallographic binding mode). This classification is indeed somewhat subjective, however, as each metric may contain FPs and FNs, it was done so that the strengths and weaknesses of metric can be understood.

Thus, for each metric the number of TPs (i.e., the metric correctly classified a successful docking), TNs (i.e., the metric correctly classified an unsuccessful docking), FPs (i.e., incorrectly classified a successful docking) and FNs (i.e., incorrectly classified an unsuccessful docking) was recorded (Table 3).

Visual inspection of the FPs and FNs for All-RMSD again highlighted some of its weaknesses. For example, there were numerous cases of FPs where the molecule is small. The RMSD metric is size dependent\(^ {47,48}\) and using the 2 Å cutoff for smaller ligands may be too large. Normalization of RMSD by molecular size, or using size-appropriate cutoffs for different sized molecules may overcome this, yet the 2 Å cutoff is still widely used. For All-RMSD FNs, there were cases where there is good overlap of the cores of the crystal ligand and docked pose but the side chain has changed conformation (see 2wc3 and 2xx5 in Fig. 5b). This dramatically increases the All-RMSD value, as discussed by Hawking \textit{et al.}\(^ {47}\) but SuCOS is much less affected. Pseudosymmetry led to a high All-RMSD for 3k2f despite the good overlap of the docked and crystal ligand pose.

The relatively low number of TPs and high number of FNs for TnPLIF can be attributed to the cutoff of TnPLIF = 0.6 being stricter and not equivalent to the 2 Å RMSD cutoff as discussed before. Indeed, reducing this cutoff to TnPLIF = 0.4 decreases the number of FNs and FPs to 7 and 37 respectively.
Several of the SuCOS FPs resemble the All-RMSD FNs in that their cores overlap but the rest of the molecule differs (e.g., 3r17 and 2iiv, Fig. 5e). For the six SuCOS FNs, several have staggered rings when comparing the docked pose to the crystal pose (1k4g, 1o3p and 1kyn, Fig. 5f). For each example, there is a good contribution of shape overlap but not feature overlap to SuCOS (1k4g: shape = 0.68, features = 0.36; 1o3p: shape = 0.69, features = 0.35; 1kyn: shape = 0.70, features = 0.38). For shape overlap, the type of atom that overlaps is not considered, so for staggered heteroatomic rings, a relatively high shape overlap can be maintained. However, for shape plus feature overlap, there also needs to be exact matches of each feature type, so for staggered heterocycles the overlap of features can be poor. This explains why these staggered ring poses have relatively poor SuCOS scores.

Part III. Comparison of All-RMSD/MCS-RMSD, TvPLIF and SuCOS on the cross-docked larger ligand into the smaller ligand’s protein structure of the Malhotra and Karanicolas ligand pair set.

We refer to the scenario where a ligand is docked into the same protein but with a different conformation as “cross-docking”. Here, we docked the larger ligand, \( L_L \), into its paired smaller ligand’s protein crystal structure, \( P_S^X \) (Fig. 1c). This simulates a virtual screening effort investigating potential fragment-hit follow ups by docking them into the fragment-hit’s protein structure. Each docking produced a number of docked poses, \( PsL_L^{Di} \), where \( i \) is the \( i^{th} \) docked pose produced for that cross-docking:

\[
P_{S}L_{L}^{Di} = Dock(L_{L}, P_{S}^{X})
\]  

(9)

Of the total 284 larger ligands, 242 were successfully docked into the smaller ligand’s protein structure, due to various errors as discussed in Part II such as the protein crystal structure having incomplete loops, or the ligand having unusual atom types. As described earlier, after generating
up to 10 conformers for each larger ligand, each conformer was docked using AutoDock Vina giving a total of 11,879 poses for the whole set, with an average of ~49 poses for each ligand.

The MCS-RMSD was calculated for each pose of the larger, elaborated ligand comparing it to its corresponding smaller ligand, $L_S^X$, while All-RMSD was computed when comparing to itself, $TvPLIF$ and SuCOS was also calculated for each docking pose with respect to both $L_S^X$ and $L_L^A$.

The distributions of all metrics were all closer to $L_S^X$ than to $L_L^A$ (Supplementary Fig. S6). This is not unexpected, as comparing a larger ligand with its paired smaller ligand requires only part of the larger ligand to be similar. For example, for RMSD, only the maximum common substructure needs to overlap, while the rest of elaborated portion has no restrictions. Comparing the larger ligand with its crystal pose requires the whole structure to match.

We investigated whether picking poses using different metrics affected cross-docking success. For each of the 242 cross-dockings, one pose was kept for each metric. We compared the poses of the larger ligand with the crystal pose of the smaller ligand and retained the following: the one with the lowest MCS-RMSD, Eq. 10; the highest $TvPLIF$, Eq. 11; and the highest SuCOS, Eq. 12. The pose with the best AutoDock Vina affinity was also kept (Eq. 13). The results are summarized in Table 4.

\[
\text{Pose}(\text{RMSD}_{\text{best to smaller}}) = \text{Min}(\text{RMSD}(L_L^{D,1}, L_S^X), \text{RMSD}(L_L^{D,2}, L_S^X), ..., \text{RMSD}(L_L^{D,i}, L_S^X))
\]  

\[
\text{Pose}(\text{TvPLIF}_{\text{best to smaller}}) = \text{Max}(\text{TvPLIF}(L_S^{D,1}, L_L^X), \text{TvPLIF}(L_S^{D,2}, L_L^X), ..., \text{TvPLIF}(L_S^{D,i}, L_L^X))
\]  

\[
\text{Pose}(\text{SuCOS}_{\text{best to smaller}}) = \text{Max}(\text{SuCOS}(L_S^{D,1}, L_L^X), \text{SuCOS}(L_S^{D,2}, L_L^X), ..., \text{SuCOS}(L_S^{D,i}, L_L^X))
\]  

\[
\text{Pose}(\text{Aff}_{\text{Vina}}) = \text{Min}(\text{Aff}_{\text{Vina}}(L_S^{D,1}), \text{Aff}_{\text{Vina}}(L_S^{D,2}), ..., \text{Aff}_{\text{Vina}}(L_S^{D,i}))
\]

Table 4. Summary of cross-docking the larger ligand, $L_L$, from the MK dataset into the protein from the complex containing its paired smaller ligand, $P_S^X$.\(^a\)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Number of poses</th>
<th>Number with All-RMSD &lt; 2 Å to $L^A_L$ (242)</th>
<th>Number with TvPLIF &gt; 0.6 to $L^A_L$ (242)</th>
<th>Number with SuCOS &gt; 0.55 to $L^A_L$ (242)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Pose(RMSD_{best \ to \ L^X_S})$</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Pose(TvPLIF_{best \ to \ L^X_S})$</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Pose(SuCOS_{best \ to \ L^X_S})$</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Pose(Aff_{Vina \ best})$</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS-RMSD &lt; 2 Å to $L^X_S$</td>
<td>2,050</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TvPLIF &gt; 0.6 to $L^X_S$</td>
<td>2,338</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuCOS &gt; 0.55 to $L^X_S$</td>
<td>1,949</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keeping all 11,879 140 153 134

*Instead of using the native docking score, $Aff_{Vina}$, of the larger ligand from the docking, $L^D_L$ to select a docked pose, it is possible to rank all of the docked poses of the larger ligand, $L^X_L$, by computing the MCS-RMSD, TvPLIF, and SuCOS against the smaller ligand’s crystal structure, $L^X_S$. The success rates were computed against $L^A_L$. The criteria used to define a successful docking were All-RMSD < 2 Å, SuCOS > 0.55 and TvPLIF > 0.6. The success rates if all poses within a cutoff with respect to $L^X_S$ are kept are also shown. The maximum success rate is also shown for each metric, if all poses are kept. Choosing one pose from each cross-docking leads to a much lower success rate across all metrics considered. A much higher recovery rate of the crystal structure of the larger ligand can be achieved if all poses within a given threshold are kept.

Using the definition of success as All-RMSD < 2 Å with respect to $L^A_L$, choosing the best pose by MCS-RMSD with respect to $L^X_S$ achieved a success of 33% (81 cross-dockings) (Table 4). Similarly, choosing best by TvPLIF and SuCOS with respect to the $L^X_S$ gives a success of 25% (60 cross-dockings) and 31% (76 cross-dockings) respectively. Interestingly, choosing best by $Aff_{Vina}$, gives a slightly better pose prediction than ranking by TvPLIF, with 26% success (62 cross-dockings). However, it should be noted that if all poses are kept, then 58% (140 cross-dockings) achieved at least one successful pose (Table 4).

Using this information, keeping all poses that satisfy a cutoff with respect to the smaller ligand pose may lead to greater pose prediction than keeping only the best pose. Hence, the following cutoffs were used to keep all poses that satisfy that cutoff: for MCS-RMSD, < 2 Å, for TvPLIF, > 0.6, for SuCOS, > 0.55. These criteria retained 17% (2,050), 20% (2,338) and 16%
(1,949) poses respectively. With these cutoffs, the success rates for MCS-RMSD, TvPLIF and SuCOS were 49% (119), 46% (111) and 47% (114) respectively.

This suggests that in a virtual screen where only the structural information of a smaller non-elaborated ligand is known, using only MCS-RMSD, TvPLIF or SuCOS to score against the smaller ligand to keep just one pose, may filter out poses which are actually closer to the larger ligand crystal pose. Alternatively, keeping all poses within a threshold of the smaller ligand crystal pose will give a better success of pose prediction.

Next, for each metric we considered the correlation of every docked pose with respect to the crystal structure of the smaller ligand, $L_S^X$, and the aligned crystal structure of the larger ligand, $L_L^A$ (Fig. 6a). If a docking pose scores well with the smaller ligand crystal pose, then it should also score well with the larger ligand crystal pose and vice versa, provided the smaller ligand and its elaborated counterpart have a conserved binding mode — which was true in 86% of the cases studied by Malhotra and Karinicolas.\(^1\) Therefore, the better the correlation, the better the metric should do at differentiating good poses.
**Fig. 6.** SuCOS has the best correlations between docking poses of a larger ligand to its respective crystal pose and to its smaller counterpart crystal pose. (a) Schematic showing how boxplots (b) and (c) were created. For each cross-docking pose, the RMSD, TvPLIF, and SuCOS values were calculated with respect to the smaller and larger crystal ligand pose. These scores can be plotted on a scatter plot, with each point on the plots representing a single pose. The Pearson correlation coefficients, $R_P$, were then calculated for each metric for each cross-docking, comparing the
smaller ligand and the larger, elaborated ligand. The blue stars on the boxplots represent the Pearson correlation coefficients obtained for the example cross-docking shown. (b) Using SuCOS > 0.55 to define a conserved binding mode, the cross-docking pairs were filtered so only crystal ligands that showed a conservation of binding mode were kept. The collated Pearson correlation coefficients for each metric are shown on the boxplot. Four Pearson correlation coefficients were not included as there were fewer than nine outputted docking poses. The median, interquartile range (IQR) and number of negative Pearson correlation coefficients are shown in the table below the boxplot. The red triangles denote the RMSD outlier example shown in Fig. 7. The magenta pentagons denote the SuCOS outlier example shown in Supplementary S7. (c) Defining the conservation of binding mode with SuCOS does not bias the results. If the crystal ligand pairs are filtered according to MCS-RMSD (crystal ligand pairs with MCS-RMSD < 2 Å kept), SuCOS still performs the best in terms of highest median and lowest IQR. The best values are highlighted in red.

Using SuCOS > 0.55 to define a conserved binding mode, the MK dataset was filtered to include only those elaborated ligands with a conserved binding mode. For each cross-docking, the All-RMSD to $L'_L$ was plotted against the MCS-RMSD to $L'_S$ for all the poses of that cross-docking. The distributions of Pearson correlation coefficients were plotted as boxplots and similar boxplots were drawn for TvPLIF and SuCOS (Fig. 6b).

A Pearson correlation coefficient of one indicates there is perfect correlation between the cross-docking poses and scoring to both the smaller ligand crystal pose and the larger ligand crystal pose. In most cases for all three metrics — RMSD, TvPLIF, and SuCOS — this correlation is near to one. In terms of median and interquartile range (IQR), however, SuCOS performed the best, with the highest median (0.94) and lowest IQR (0.13).
In order to avoid bias by using SuCOS to define the conservation of binding mode, we also performed the same analysis but filtered the MK dataset selecting only those poses with a conserved binding mode using the criterion MCS-RMSD < 2 Å (Fig. 6c). SuCOS still performed better than RMSD and TvPLIF, in terms of both highest median and lowest IQR (0.95 and 0.11, respectively).

It is interesting to note there were a small number of cases with a negative Pearson correlation coefficient. SuCOS had one case with a negative $R_p$, whereas TvPLIF and RMSD had zero and eight respectively (Fig. 6b). In these cases, the cross-docking poses were visually inspected. For the one case of negative $R_p$ for SuCOS (cross-docking of 3nus/3qd3), the corresponding $R_p$ values for RMSD, TvPLIF and SuCOS are 0.21, 0.04 and -0.10 respectively (Supplementary S7). The docking achieved a pose within 2 Å RMSD of the smaller and larger ligand. In this docked pose, the core rings are slightly staggered with respect to the crystal ligand pose. This resembles the SuCOS false negative examples shown in Fig. 5f. The ligand has multiple heteroatom rings, which may explain why these translations do not score well with SuCOS but better with RMSD. This cross-docking pose has good shape overlap but poor feature overlap with both the smaller and larger ligand. Consequently, any docking pose that corresponds to translation of rings will not score well.
Fig. 7 Cross-docking of 2wej/3d8w: an example of a case where plotting the All-RMSD to the $L_L^A$ against the MCS-RMSD to $L_S^X$ for all the cross-docking poses gives a negative $R_P$. (a) 3D structure of smaller (pink) and larger (cyan) ligands in the binding sites of the aligned crystal structures of 2wej/3d8w. The 2D structure of the smaller and larger ligands are shown on the right with the MCS that was used to compute the RMSD highlighted in red. (b) Scatter plots showing the Pearson correlation coefficients of the cross-docking poses with the smaller and larger crystal structures for (b) RMSD, (c) TvPLIF, (d) and SuCOS.

The cross-docking of 2wej/3d8w is an example of where RMSD has a negative $R_P$ (Fig. 7). This pair has good overlap of the crystal poses but the MCS-RMSD matches substructures that do not overlap (similar to 2xht/2vci in Table 2). This substructural mismatch resulted in the negative $R_P$ found in the plot of RMSDs of the cross-docking poses to the large versus RMSD to the small (Fig. 7b).
Fig. 8 Investigating the effect of altering the weights of feature overlap and shape overlap in SuCOS. (a) For each weighting, the distribution of Pearson correlation coefficients of the cross-dockings were plotted as boxplots. For the two extreme weightings, $\lambda = 0$ represents SuCOS using only chemical feature overlap and no shape overlap, while $\lambda = 1$ represents SuCOS with all shape overlap and no chemical feature overlap. (b) Plotting the IQR of the boxplots in (a) against the weights.
The weights of chemical feature overlap and shape overlap in the SuCOS metric have so far been assumed to be equal. We investigated the effect of altering the weights of each component of SuCOS. The weights of chemical feature overlap and shape overlap were changed from zero to one in increments of 0.05 and boxplots of the distributions of Pearson correlation coefficients of the cross-dockings were plotted for each (Fig. 8). The minimum IQR was found at a weight of $\lambda = 0.40$. This suggests that SuCOS may perform optimally with a slightly larger weighting of chemical feature overlap than shape overlap.

**SuCOS performs better than AutoDock Vina using the DUD-E dataset**

We compared the performance of SuCOS to that of AutoDock Vina for their ability to discriminate actives from decoys in the DUD-E dataset. The summary of the results is shown in Fig. 9. Scoring by SuCOS achieved a mean AUC across all targets of 0.775, whereas scoring by predicted Vina affinity achieved a corresponding value of 0.717 (Table 5 and Table S2 for all targets). In 64/102 cases SuCOS performed better than AutoDock Vina. SuCOS performed particularly well in some cases, with AUCs greater than 0.85, for 27 targets (FA7, TGFR1, KITH, PNP, ADA, CAH2, MMP13, MAPK2, NRAM, CXCR4, PARP1, HMDH, ADA17, COMT, MET, FPPS, LKHA4, TYSY, HIVPR, GRIK1, DEF, SAHH, XIAP, WEE1, UROK, PUR2, THB). For example, SuCOS achieved an AUC of 0.882 for HIV-1 protease (Fig. 9b). SuCOS also performed better than AutoDock Vina for early enrichment, having a mean ROC enrichment factor at 1% across all targets, $RE_1\%$, of 27.254, compared to 10.797 for AutoDock Vina (Table 5 and Table S3-S6 for $RE_{0.5\%}$, $RE_{1\%}$, $RE_{2\%}$, $RE_{5\%}$, for all targets).

**Table 5. Comparison of Mean AUC ROC and ROC Enrichment Values Across All DUD-E Targets when Scoring by AutoDock Vina and SuCOS.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>AutoDock Vina</th>
<th>SuCOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUC ROC</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE$_{0.5%}$</td>
<td>15.210</td>
<td>48.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE$_{1%}$</td>
<td>10.797</td>
<td>27.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE$_{2%}$</td>
<td>7.599</td>
<td>15.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE$_{5%}$</td>
<td>5.016</td>
<td>8.061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9 (a) The distribution of area under the ROC curves for the 102 targets of the DUD-E dataset. The two violin plots show the different distributions obtained when scoring by the AutoDock Vina score versus SuCOS. For each plot, the maximum, minimum and mean are shown by the horizontal lines. (b) An example ROC plot: scoring by SuCOS achieves a better AUC (0.882) than scoring with the AutoDock Vina score for HIV-1 protease (0.713). The dotted line represents the performance of a random classifier.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have compared three widely used metrics to investigate the conservation of binding mode of closely related smaller and larger ligands that bind to the same protein, namely: positional root
mean square deviation (RMSD); protein-ligand interaction fingerprint (PLIF) similarity; and shape-chemical feature overlap. For the shape-chemical feature overlap metric, we have introduced, SuCOS, an open-source RDKit-based metric. By investigating fragment-elaboration using the Malhotra-Karanicolas set, we have shown individual cases where each metric fails. RMSD is inappropriate to use when either molecule is pseudo-symmetric, if multiple substructure matches are present, or there are bioisosteres. RMSD values depend heavily on the size of the molecules being compared, has no upper limit, and it is difficult to define a universal threshold for defining similarity. When comparing different molecules, multiple common substructure mismatches can sometimes occur, again invalidating the RMSD comparison.

PLIF similarity is heavily dependent on both the conformation of the protein and the ligand. Furthermore, is possible for a ligand to have a good PLIF similarity score but have a very different pose than the comparator. This means the pose of the ligand needs to be visually inspected, making it more time consuming and less straightforward to interpret than ligand-centric metrics. In addition, there is no universally accepted definition of protein-ligand interactions, which can affect the results greatly and what PLIF similarity threshold to use. Also, equal importance is given to each interaction type. On the other hand, for different conformations of a given protein, PLIF similarity can capture which interactions are conserved, whereas the other two metrics cannot do so explicitly.

Our focus here is on the comparison of poses of elaborated molecules and their non-elaborated counterparts, with the intention of using these results for structure-based virtual screening of elaborated molecules after a fragment soaking campaign. Any of the three metrics can be used to help choose a pose of an elaborated molecule given the crystal pose of its non-elaborated counterpart. However, much greater success could be obtained if we could accurately score all
the poses within a certain cutoff of the non-elaborated pose, e.g. RMSD < 2 Å to crystallographic binding mode of the fragment. The results from our studies on the MK dataset and the DUD-E benchmark suggest that docking algorithms can be improved by biasing the search using shape and chemical feature overlap to crystallographically-known ligands.

We have shown out of the three metrics, SuCOS obtains the best Pearson correlation coefficients when comparing poses of an elaborated molecule against its non-elaborated counterpart crystal structure and its true crystal pose. In a small number of cases with heterocyclic multi-ring systems, staggered conformations could result in poor SuCOS scores, but this could obviated by adjusting the weights. We have shown that SuCOS is useful as both a conservation of binding mode metric, and as a tool for structure-based virtual screening. It is implemented using the open-source cheminformatics API, RDKit, hence making it accessible and easy to build upon. It is available on https://github.com/susanhleung/SuCOS .
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